Corporate Corner
About every 120 days I get “the email.” It is always polite, it is always upbeat,
and it is always ending with a due date. Once I read it I am always optimistic I
will actually meet the deadline, but I always know what the reality will be for
me. The email goes something like this, well actually exactly like this: “Just
wanted to send out a quick reminder that I’m still looking for a few more
articles for this quarter’s newsletter. If you are able to contribute, please
forward them by COB Monday the 19th.” As I said, always polite, never
demanding, and to the point. Well, here I am on the 23rd and I have blown the
“…please forward them by…” deadline - sorry Joe!
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I decided to write about what is on my mind that really has nothing to do with
our company or our products. My mind and, I will bet all of your minds that are
reading this, have been drifting in and out the past 30 days with these
thoughts:

 I am ready to plant something green;  I want to see the
cherry blossoms;  It should be time for a picnic in the park;
 I sure feel like I should be sitting outside in a café by now; 
why are my golf clubs still a bit dusty;  I should be wearing
sandals by now;  why is my house gas bill still so high;  I
really am ready to bring the old classic convertible out of
storage….
Well, just like I think the rest of the country, we are all still wearing winter coats
more than not and wondering…when the heck is spring really going to be here!
I was stunned to see on the news, 4 times now in the last 3 weeks, that another
Nor’easter was hitting the good ‘ole USA. Okay, Mother Nature – we give up….
you win! Can we please now have our sunshine and ice cream trucks back?
We are all so ready.
As I sign off I wish you all a Happy Spring from all of us shivering folks in Atlanta.
I hope you are able to get out from the cold soon and come see us here at our
place or stop by to talk with us at one of our traveling booth convention
displays. We can’t wait to show you where the IDS technology has expanded
into this year!
- Darrin Luedke, Vice President & COO
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Putting a Face to a Name
Will Arnold was born in
Kansas City, Kansas and then
moved around a great deal,
living in Memphis, TN.; St.
Louis, MO; Dallas, TX; Detroit,
MI; and now in the Atlanta
Metro Area. He attended the
University of Georgia, earning
his Bachelor of Engineering
degree in Computer Systems.
He has been with Systems
Atlanta for a little over 2
years, where he dedicates his
time to IDS5 development.
Will’s efforts have continued
to advance IDS5 capabilities to
meet ever evolving customer
requirements.
Outside work, he enjoys all
forms of gaming with friends.
He relishes in defeating other
members of the SAI Team
during frequent game nights.
Unfortunately, Will’s winning
dominance did not extend to
Fantasy Football, where he
was crushed in the first round.
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Combating the
UAS Threat

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
published Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)
Sighting Report indicates that UAS sightings
from pilots, citizens and law enforcement
have
steadily increased over the past two years. Through the "Know
Before You Fly" campaign, the FAA continues its efforts to educate unmanned
aircraft users that operating drones around airplanes, helicopters and airports is
dangerous and illegal. Additionally, the FAA has been working with law
enforcement to identify and investigate unauthorized UAS operations. Despite
these efforts, the FAA now
receives more than 100 UAS
sighting reports from pilots,
citizens and law enforcement
each month.
It seems clear that education will only go so far in the mitigation of a potential
UAS threat and to balance the equation, it requires the capability to detect the
threat before an incident occurs. Through a strategic partnership with Version2
(V2), Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) has integrated V2’s Drone Sentry sensor based
detection system into its Integrated Information Display System (IDS). This
partnering will provide customers with a seamless solution that adds drone
encroachment early warning to SAI’s already robust suite of IDS capabilities.
This integrated solution provides users with the tools necessary to enhance any
operations’ command & control competencies.
Detecting authorized drone activity and taking
action to make the threat known is the first step
in addressing the issue. The next, and in many
cases the more difficult step, is locating the
drone and operator to take measures to prevent
future occurrences. To address this concern, a
new Mobile RF Drone Detector is currently in
development. This mobile capability will be a
variant of the proven V2 Drone Sentry
technology, packaged in a portable hard case containing the battery powered
detector and equipped with an easily mounted vehicle roof antenna. The
detector will provide both an integrated directional LCD display and audio
output reporting of range and bearing of incoming drone signals. This latest
addition will empower customers to move beyond detection and warning right
into the arena of location and prevention.
- Joe Kirk, Director/Business Development

The Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT) IDSAirport Operations (IDS-AO) is truly a benchmark
for unparalleled situational awareness achieved
through the
seamless integration of operational data into a single
collaborative platform joining multiple facilities. The initial IDS-AO installation,

PIT IDS-AO
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in 2011 was in the Airport Operations Center and remains the network hub.
However, the IDS-AO has expanded to encompass other vital agencies and
functions like the Fire Department, Airfield Maintenance, and even vehicles
operating in the airport environment.
Harnessing IDS-AO features, PIT has been able to create a common operating
picture among users. One example is the dynamic airfield map which shows the
real-time status of each runway and taxiway segment on the airfield. This
empowers all interconnected airfield operators with the most up to date
airfield information. This allows vehicle operators to maintain visual awareness
of airfield status, combined with real time weather to promote safe and
expeditious movement, especially during snow removal operations.
Another unique feature of the PIT IDS-AO landscape is the Airport Information
Display (AID). The AID generates a web accessible interface to view real-time
airport status information contained within the IDS-AO. The AID displays
runway status information, as well as deicing operations, taxiway closures, flow
control measures, weather, and other pertinent airfield information. Airline
representatives and other permitted agencies are able to access this
information to enhance operational planning without the need for a dedicated
IDS-AO workstation.

Thoughts from
the Road

- Jeff Collar, Sr. Systems Technician

Probably the best part of my job is having the opportunity to visit
with our customers and spending time in their facilities. While
visiting sites, I enjoy talking to the IDS5 users and getting a feel for
how they use the system and how it benefits their operation. It is
very rewarding to see how the capability advancements within
each software release are being put to work in the field to
improve operations. Unfortunately, once in a while I visit sites
that are not fully capitalizing on new features, either due to an
lack of awareness that they exist or not having a trained
administrator available to incorporate them.

There are many newer features that, if taken advantage of can significantly
improve the efficiency of your operation. For instance, are you still changing
profiles when the runway changes to show the correct winds? If so, changes to
how IDS5 interprets the JET data, makes this unnecessary and the page can
always show the correct winds merely based off the runway in use. Another
newer feature introduced in IDS5 version 1.8 and one of my favorite
enhancements for making the user’s job easier is the “edit in View”. Now
instead of using “data edit” to manually enter information into notepads, you
can go into the properties of a notepad to make them “edit in view”. This
allows the user to simply double-click the notepad to edit and save information.
These are just a couple of little things that can streamline your IDS5 to allow
users to move on to more critical tasks, but there are so many more. If you
need any assistance with modifying your database or have any ideas you need
help implementing, we are standing by to assist!
Ken Grassel, Director/Sales Operations

IDS4 Support
In operation in the National
Airspace System (NAS) since
1993, IDS4 continues to be
one of the FAA’s most reliable
IDS platforms. To ensure its
continued reliability for years
to come, the FAA has
awarded a new IDS4 Support
contract. To obtain support
the first step is for users to
contact AJW-1444 to request
assistance. Depending on the
issue or request, the AJW1444 support staff will either
provide the necessary support
to resolve the issue or task
Systems Atlanta to provide
assistance. Either way, you
are covered.

The support available through
this new contract is not
limited to only assistance with
trouble shooting when there
are issues, but extends to
helping sites with general
IDS4 database questions and
guiding users through “howto’s” as well. Whether you
need direction on the steps
to update the IDS4 database
with new charts, navigation
through the creation of a new
Status Information Area (SIA)
page, or advice on ways to get
the most out of your IDS4, we
are here to help.
- Larry Calhoun, Director/Operations

About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides
comprehensive solutions and
services that address the
technology requirements of
civilian and government air
traffic control, aviation, and
emergency facilities. As the
leader in the Information
Integration & Display Systems
(IDS) industry, SAI has more
than 30 years of experience
developing and implementing
IDS networks in all operational
environments anywhere in
the world. The company’s
solutions include the widely
adopted and highly tailorable
IDS5 product suite and
network engineering services.
In addition, SAI offers both
classroom and online training
courses, technical support,
program management, and
other services designed to
improve customers’ access to
information, responsiveness
situational awareness, and
operational efficiencies.

2018 Training &
Event Calendar
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Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities
throughout 2018 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw, GA.
Whether you are new to IDS5 or an experienced IDS5 Database
Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.
Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several conferences
in 2018. This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on demonstration
of the most current features and capabilities.

IDS5 Advanced Database Development
IDS5 Database Administrator Course
Closed for Holiday Observance
90th Annual AAAE Conf & Expo, San Diego, CA.

Systems Atlanta, Inc.
1100 Cobb International Place. NW
Kennesaw GA 30152
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